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PARTNERSHIP CHARTER WITH ARM’S LENGTH BODIES 

1 / INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

In January 2022, a new Forum was established in The Executive Ofice (TEO) to 
promote partnership and collaboration with and between Arm’s Length Bodies 
(ALBs) (See Annex 1). 
TEO is uniquely placed with a wide range of ALB partners which ofers an 
opportunity to bring together diverse skills, experiences and networks to  in-
crease knowledge, break down silos and boost innovation through sharing our 
own experiences and those from elsewhere.  
This Partnership Charter was developed by a working group of ALBs and TEO 
staf and endorsed by the ALB Forum as a whole. It is based on an initial explo-
ration of national and international guidance and practice but there remains 
much more to explore and learn.  It is a live and dynamic document that will be 
updated as we work together, test out new ideas and reflect. 

Diagram 1: 
Levels of collaboration COOPERATION 

• Low risk 
• Low investment 
• Low commitment 
• No change required 

The Charter is a high level framework to promote both a horizontal partnership 
approach across and within ALBs, across and within TEO and vertical collab-
orative working between TEO and ALBs.   This Partnership Charter seeks to 
influence and promote new thinking, new ways of working together and a new 
culture. 
In the longer term, it is hoped that this way of working will influence and com-
plement future sponsorship, oversight and governance arrangements based 
on applied experience and we move towards a new and fully integrated way 
of partnership working (per Diagram 1 below).  It is anticipated that the core 
learning and principles emerging from this process will align with Partnerships 
Agreements between TEO and ALBs over time. 
This is the start of a journey… 

COLLABORATION 
• During relationship 
• New structures and processes 
• Comprehensive planning 
• Commited efort and resources 
• Pooled/shared resources 

NETWORK COORDINATION PARTNERSHIP 
• No risk • More formal understanding • Sustaining relationships 
• Dialogue • Longer term relationship • Formal agreements 
• Low commitment • Planning efort • Shared vision/goals 

• Interdependence 
• Detailed joint planning 
• Role clarification 
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ALB FORUM 

This Charter will ensure that: 
• All ALB and TEO staf are clear about the purpose and expected outcomes of the partnership; 
• Priorities and objectives are being set within a common overarching and ambitious framework; 
• There is clarity and shared understanding about roles, responsibilities and remits; 
• Governance, accountability and performance arrangements are clear including performance review, monitoring, reporting and risk 

management. 

2 / COMMON PURPOSE 

The overall purpose of the ALB Forum is to: 

Embrace the diversity of ALBs, harness our range of skills and 
experiences and improve the wellbeing of society together. 

We will do this by: 
• Embracing working together in partnership as a way to collectively achieve more than we can on our own 
• Proactively sharing ideas, outcomes, innovation, risks and responsibilities 
• Looking systemically at TEO objectives, exploring the interconnectivity between ALBs (and between ALBs and TEO) and breaking down silos 
• Using our collective expertise to work in partnership on a number of common areas and new challenges 
• Improving collective outcomes, relationships & governance 
• Embracing transformational change and collaboration 

We will also ensure that the purpose of the ALB Forum is continually reviewed to strategically align with local (and relevant national and international) strategies 
including at a minimum: 

• Programme for Government Outcomes Framework 
• TEO Business Plan 
• ALB Business Plan 
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PARTNERSHIP CHARTER WITH ARM’S LENGTH BODIES 

3 / PRINCIPLES AND VALUES 

The Nolan principles of public life (selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and leadership) underpin all that we do and are 
also a core expression of vertical and horizontal working relationships. 
In line with all other public processes, the safeguarding of public funding and value for money in terms of economy, eficiency, and efectiveness are also a 
key working principle. 
With the common purpose of wellbeing at the centre of all that we do, these principles of public life are complemented by the following ALB Forum values. 

Diagram 2:  ALB Forum Values 

We try new things, stretch 
ourselves, maximise the benefits 

of shared knowledge to make 
transformative changes in the 

ways that we work together and to 
tackle complex existing and new 

challenges. 

We are open to learning new 
things and accepting 

constructive criticism as 
learning, keeping an open 

mind for new ideas and new 
ways of working.  We will use 
the Forum to harness best 

practise from here and 
elsewhere. 

We promote mutual respect 
and recognition for each

    other, respecting difering views 
and perspective and our 

respective roles and remits and 
use that recognition of diference 
to develop more diverse cultures. 
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4 / OUTCOMES 

The ALB Forum adopts an outcomes-based approach in line with the 
Programme for Government Programme.  These outcomes are things with 
which TEO and all ALB’s people can identify with and contribute to and all 
are designed to be long term improvements. 

Diagram 3: ALB Forum Strategic Outcomes 

IMPROVED PARTNERSHIP & 
COLLABORATION 
• New relationships 
• Mutual trust, respect and empowerment 
• A culture which embraces partnership 

working 

IMPROVED KNOWLEDGE & 
UNDERSTANDING 
• New ways of working 
• Shared opportunities, threats, goals, 

risks and objectives 

IMPROVED LEARNING & GROWTH 
• Ambition, Quality and  innovation 
• Regenerating not sustaining 

IMPROVED SKILLS & 
CAPACITY 
• Competencies 
• Expertise 

ALB FORUM 

5 / LEARNING AND GROWTH 

The importance of learning and growth will be a key theme connecting 
the common purpose, values and outcomes.   This is how we will show our 
successes and how we will identify areas for growth and development. 

5.1 Self Assessment 
On an annual basis the ALB Forum will come together and carry out an 
annual Self-Assessment (similar to Annex 2) 
5.2 Framework 
In adopting an outcomes based approach, the ALB Forum will ensure that 
a learning and growth framework is established at the outset of any 
specific action/delivery/project plans. 

Diagram 4:  Learning and Growth Framework 

OUTCOMES - The conditions we want for people 
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The actions, indicators and performance measures will be captured and 
recorded in an annual (or longer term) Work Programme similar to Annex 3. 
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PARTNERSHIP CHARTER WITH ARM’S LENGTH BODIES 

6 / GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS 

In embracing new ways of working together, governance arrangements have been outlined briefly below but are expected to change and adapt as the partner-
ship progresses. 
These should be reviewed on an annual basis as the partnership progresses and moves from informal to formal (in line with Diagram 1 above) 
Key elements are: 

WORK PROGRAMME 
A work programme will be designed each year collectively by the ALB Forum. In practical terms, this will be adaptable and flexible, focusing on existing or new 
issues, aligned to the outcomes above and operational indicators set similar Annex 3 below 

RESOURCES 
The resources (financial, people and other) will be aligned to the work programme on an annual basis and a commitment made to make the resources available 
to take this work forward. 

SHARING RISKS 
The Forum will embrace a proportionate approach to risk taking, trying new things and piloting ideas.  The overall risk appetite for the ALB Forum is: High. 
However a risk appetite will be agreed with each work programme action (low, medium or high) and balanced with the strategic outcome we are trying to 
achieve. 

CULTURE AND LEADERSHIP 
A collaborative design approach in line with the principles and values in Section 3 will be adopted in all that we do.  We seek to find new ways of working, 
innovative approaches and making a diference in all that we do. 

COMMUNICATIONS AND ENGAGEMENT 
A Communications and Engagement Strategy and Plan incorporating a detailed Stakeholder Analysis will ensure that all staf in both TEO and ALBs and 
external stakeholders are aware of the ALB Forum, its purpose and plans and supplemented for specific actions in the Work Programme. 
All of the above will be integrated and align with the Common Purpose, focus on Outcomes and the Learning and Growth framework. 
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ALB FORUM 

TEO ALBs Annex 1 

• Commission for Victims and Survivors in Northern Ireland 
• The Equality Commission for Northern Ireland 
• Strategic Investment Board Limited 
• Northern Ireland Community Relations Council 
• Northern Ireland Judicial Appointments 
• Commission 
• Victims and Survivors Service 
• Maze/Long Kesh Development Corporation 
• Commissioner for Survivors of Institutional Childhood Abuse 
• Atorney General for Northern Ireland Victims’ Payments Board 
• Commissioner for Public Appointment for Northern Ireland 
• Historical Institutional Abuse Redress Board 
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Annex 2   ALB Forum – Annual Self-Assessment 
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Annex 3 Work Programme Framework 

WHAT DO 
WE WANT TO 

HAPPEN? 
OUTCOME... 

Outcome per 
section 4 

WHERE/ 
WHEN/WHO? 

REALLY? 
Aligns to common 

purpose? 
Important? 

HOW WILL 
WE KNOW? 

Indicators? 
How do we measure? 

What data do we have? 
What data is missing? 

Can we collect 
it now? 

WHAT ARE 
THE STEPS IN 

ACHIEVING THIS 
OUTCOME? 

Action 1 
Action 2 
Action 3 
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